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Car Magnetic Wireless Charger Mcdodo CH-2340  (clear)
Now you can conveniently charge your phone while traveling and keep it within reach when driving. The Mcdodo CH-2340 in-car wireless
charger  offers  a  power  output  of  up  to  15W  and  is  equipped  with  19  high-strength  magnets,  providing  stability  and  safety  for  your
smartphone placed on it. The product is also highly durable and features a stylish design, with transparent tempered glass elements and
LED lighting that indicates the charging status, giving it an original and modern character.
 
Designed for Your Smartphone
The charger is compatible with iPhones from the 12-14 series and allows you to charge them with a power output of up to 15W / 10W /
7.5W  /  5W.  The  19  high-quality  magnets  will  ensure  stability  for  your  smartphone  –  even  speed  bumps  or  sudden  stops  won't  be  a
problem. You don't  have to worry about your device falling and getting damaged! Moreover,  the built-in ball  joint allows you to freely
adjust the phone's position – you can easily set it vertically or horizontally. Note: To achieve the best charging results, it is recommended
to use compatible magnetic cases.
 
Enhanced Construction
The charger is made of high-quality aluminum alloy, providing durability and resistance to damage. The CH-2340 model is also protected
against overvoltage, short-circuits, overheating, and more. The high-density pure copper coil ensures higher charging efficiency, and the
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hidden non-slip strip additionally protects the phone from falling. Additionally, a specially designed clip with a foot allows for easy and
stable mounting of the charger on the air vent grille, and additional openings at the back ensure better heat dissipation.
 
In the box
Charger
USB-C to USB-C cable (1m)
Brand
Mcdodo
Model
CH-2340
Color
Gray / Transparent
Input
5V - 3A, 9V - 3A
Output
5W / 7.5W / 10W / 15W
Supported Standards
PD 2.0, PD 3.0, QC 2.0, QC 3.0
Interface
USB-C
Material
Aluminum alloy + tempered glass + nylon

Preço:

€ 30.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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